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Frankenstein's Genesis
1814 Elopement of young radicals: 16-year old 
Mary Godwin and 22-year-old Percy Shelley

Summer of 1816: "The year without a 

summer": The Shelleys and Mary's half-sister 
Claire Clairmont go to Europe to visit Lord 
Byron. Scandalous, exiled radical writers and 
"libertines". In 1821, Robert Southey will brand 
Byron's work a "moral virus" infecting society.

1831 engraving: Villa Diodati, Byron's home in exile in 
1816 on the shores of Lake Geneva. 
Map of unusual cold temperatures in Europe during the summer of 
1816. Credit: Creative Commons, authored by Giorgiogp2

Byron's 1816 challenge to his guests:
   “We will each write a ghost story...”
They'd been reading German Fantasmagoria and Coleridge's 
more nightmarish poems...

* She's the daughter of radical, free-thinking parents: William Godwin (author 
of Caleb Williams and Political Justice), and Mary Wollstonecraft (Vindication 
of the Rights of Woman). 
* He's a radical poet defying the aristocracy to which he was born. Details: 
http://www.rc.umd.edu/reference/chronologies/mschronology/chrono.html

http://www.rc.umd.edu/reference/chronologies/mschronology/chrono.html


Mary Shelley's nightmare, as recounted in 1831

‘Night waned upon this talk, and even the witching hour had 
gone by before we retired to rest. When I placed my head on 
my pillow I did not sleep, nor could I be said to think. My 
imagination, unbidden, possessed and guided me, gifting the 
successive images that arose in my mind with a vividness far 
beyond the usual bounds of reverie. I saw – with shut eyes, 
but acute mental vision – I saw the pale student of the 
unhallowed arts kneeling beside the thing he had put 
together. I saw the hideous phantasm of a man stretched 
out, and then, on the working of some powerful engine 
show signs of life and stir with an uneasy, half-vital 
motion …’



Sharing the dream? 
Composition process, intervention, collaboration...



(S-GA) 
http://www.shelleygodwinarchive.org
The Shelley-Godwin Archive is a project involving the Maryland Institute for 
Technology in the Humanities (MITH) and the Bodleian, British, Huntington, 
Houghton, and New York Public Libraries that will eventually contain the works and all 
known manuscripts of Mary Wollstonecraft, William Godwin, Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
and Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.
Since its inception in 2011, S-GA has published Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, Percy 
Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound, and a number of shorter works. The holdings of 
S-GA are still growing, with Shelley’s Triumph of Life and Godwin’s manuscript for 
Political Justice scheduled for publication in the next few months.

http://www.shelleygodwinarchive.org


Shelley-Godwin Archive: 
http://shelleygodwinarchive.org/sc/oxford/frankenstein/volume/i/#/p44

http://shelleygodwinarchive.org/sc/oxford/frankenstein/volume/i/#/p44




TEI Diplomatic Edition Encoding



Victor Frankenstein's 
methods weren't so new
...investigating the bounds of life and 
death...and the human body as 
material "fabric"...



It's alive!  1803: Giovanni Aldini electrically 
animates a hanged man, George Forster

“the jaw began to quiver, the 
adjoining muscles were horribly 
contorted, and the left eye 
actually opened … The action 
even of those muscles furthest 
distant from the points of contact 
with the arc was so much 
increased as almost to give an 
appearance of re-animation … 
vitality might, perhaps, have been 
restored, if many circumstances 
had not rendered it impossible.”

See 
http://www.executedtoday.com/2009/01/18/1803-george-foster-giovanni-aldini-
galvanic-reanimation/

http://www.executedtoday.com/2009/01/18/1803-george-foster-giovanni-aldini-galvanic-reanimation/
http://www.executedtoday.com/2009/01/18/1803-george-foster-giovanni-aldini-galvanic-reanimation/


Electrifying bodies on stage: 

Above: Richard Brinsely Sheridan as the Creature in an 1823 
stage production: London's Covent Garden Theatre

Frontispiece of 
1831 Frankenstein: 

Early depictions 
and performances 
of the Creature



Electrified books: Frankenstein as hypertext experiment



Toying with the 
bodies of texts

Machine-reproducible 

Can be taken apart 
and re-assembled 
infinitely

Amalgamation of 
multiple bodies 





Hypertext: The 
dream of the '90s. . . 

Accessing and 
developing  texts in 
nonlinear ways

Multiplying and 
individualizing  points of 
access



Frankenstein replotted in 90s hypertext novel...

Experiments with Frankenstein subplot: what if Victor had created the Female 
Creature he'd promised? Experimental nonlinear navigation...hundreds of 
hypercards...plot your own course



PA EE collation experiment in hypertext, ~ 1994

http://knarf.english.upenn.edu/
http://knarf.english.upenn.edu/


PA EE: Collation in tiny html pieces within frames



1818 + 1831 editions: PA Electronic 
Edition (~mid 1990s: web 1.0)

1823 edition: corrected OCR (new 
digitization) 

Draft Notebooks (~1816+): 
Shelley-Godwin Archive XML

Digital Bodies to Stitch 
Together

http://www.i-programmer.info/news/149-security/4724-frankenstein-stitching-code-bodies-together-to-hide-malware.html
http://knarf.english.upenn.edu/
http://knarf.english.upenn.edu/
http://shelleygodwinarchive.org/contents/frankenstein/


It's alive....! Bicentennial Revival 1818-2018    
Motivating questions:

● Can we make an edition that conveniently compares the ms 
to the print publications?

● Can we make a better edition to show changes to the novel 
over time, from 1816 to 1831?
○ How many hands?  (Mary, Percy, Godwin)
○ How many volumes?  (3, 2, 1...)
○ How many versions? Did we ever look at that 1823 edition?



Generations of Building by Breaking...
Mid 1990s: Assembly of PA-EE: manual chunking for parallel view, akin to hypertext 
novel

2007: Romantic Circles compromised assembly of 1818 and 1831 PA EE 

Dec. 2016: PA EE: hundreds of parts...compiled into 3 plain text files

Feb. 2017: Pittsburgh Bicentennial Project begins: OCR of 1823 ed. completed at CMU

May 2017:  3 print editions prepped in XML: broken into 33 collation units across 3 print 
editions -> 99 pieces of Frankenstein to collate!

Summer - Fall 2017: Hundreds of small XML + HTML files output from pages of SGA 
Notebooks. Working on simplifying the diplomatic edition code to collate with simpler 
print editions



Our strategy:
Bodies built strong enough to break

1. small pieces optimal for collation

2. no single "complete" edition

3. Each output (plain text, XML, TEI 
collation) = viable edition on its own

● Diplomatic + critical
● Digital texts: 

Clean "plain" texts, XML with 
metadata, unified TEI from collation



Our project with S-GA: genetically editing the 
text-bodies of Frankenstein

● Collated bodies to build a dynamic website
○ Read any of the three printed editions, with visual indicators of where variants are located
○ Variants from the manuscript link to page in S-GA and the pointer can be used to highlight the 

text area
○ Relevant text from the manuscripts can be embedded and shown in the edition, complete with 

authorial revisions, when present.

Follow



 Collation "stitchery"

● Can be done by hand 
● Automated: via CollateX 

○ Algorithms for locating union and  "delta" points in streams of text
○ Inputs in a variety of formats (XML/TEI, plain text, JSON)

● Output / Visualization options: 
○ Text table (here)
○ JuxtaCommons on the web
○ Develop a custom web interface







Our collation stitchery in progress on GitHub:

The GitHub Repo: https://github.com/ebeshero/Pittsburgh_Frankenstein/

● Text_Processing branch holds latest experimental commits

● Today's collation of Text Tables:  24 October, 2017

https://github.com/ebeshero/Pittsburgh_Frankenstein/
https://github.com/ebeshero/Pittsburgh_Frankenstein/tree/Text_Processing/collateXPrep/c56_NORM_textTableOutput


CollateX SVG output: Deltas and Convergences



"Genetic Text" Source Code: 
Collated XML output: one file, combining multiple witnesses


